This paper summarizes research conducted by the authors on private sector stakeholders' perceptions of challenges and potential of off-peak deliveries to congested urban areas. The paper analyzes the information gathered by a comprehensive outreach program which involved the use of focus groups, in-depth-interviews and Internet surveys. On the basis of the insights gained into the dynamic interactions among stakeholders, the authors discuss the corresponding policy implications and chief conclusions of the research conducted.
INTRODUCTION
The New York City (NYC) metropolitan region is a region of superlatives which is, at the same time good, and bad news. The good news is that the population and its workforce create a world class economic engine. The bad news is that-as a consequence of this economic activity-the costs of doing business in a world capital that is congested, and growing more so, are substantial. This metropolitan region is home to close to 20 million residents, more than 600,000 business establishments, more than 1.3 million registered trucks, more than 8.8 million employees, as well as the largest concentration of transportation facilities in the world, including three airports, dozens of container terminals, intermodal yards and more than 11,000 miles of highways. The region is one of the largest and densest in the world with an average of 17,600 persons per square mile. Every year, more than 67 million trucks cross the toll facilities administered by the various transportation agencies. One third of the nation's transit commuters and one tenth of all national vehicle miles traveled on expressways are within this metropolis (1) . The complexity of moving goods and passengers is compounded by the severe congestion and the significant physical constraints.
Several sources provide estimates of the high costs involved in moving goods in NYC. Federal Express claims that it costs 30% more to deliver in NYC than in other comparable locations (2) . Urban goods movement focus groups indicated that because of: theft/vandalism, physical constraints, lack of equitable law enforcement for parking/standing, and high facility costs near the urban core, shipments to NYC pay a surcharge of $150 on average (3) . Another focus group of business representatives reported that moving a shipment from the container terminals in New Jersey to Manhattan, a straight line distance of 1.5 miles, cost as much as sending a shipment from Connecticut to Ohio that is a difference of 500 miles (4) .
In this context of severe congestion, daytime commercial vehicle deliveries-defined in this paper as those taking place during the 6AM to 7PM period-could: (a) significantly contribute to traffic congestion because of the lack of suitable parking for commercial vehicles doing deliveries that forces on street double parking; and, (b) ultimately increase the price of goods and of doing business in NYC. As a result, increasing the amount of off-peak deliveries, by reducing truck traffic during the peak hours, may reduce pollution, congestion and frustration to the public. However, as previous experiences indicate, the successful implementation of offpeak delivery initiatives requires properly addressing key issues, including: additional costs to shippers, receivers and carriers; and regulatory and legal impediments. All of this requires developing a solid understanding of the impacts of off-peak delivery initiatives upon the stakeholders. As a result, more research is needed to: (a) identify policies and programs (referred to as initiatives) that would be effective in inducing a shift to off-peak deliveries; (b) assess the overall effectiveness of such initiatives; and, (c) fully understand the implications to shippers, receivers and carriers.
The analyses conducted and described in this paper provide unique insights into perceived obstacles and potential of off-peak deliveries, and represent one of the most comprehensive investigations on this important subject. The paper is organized in the following manner. Literature Review describes findings from previous studies related to off-peak deliveries. Description of Stakeholder Dynamics provides the reader with a brief description of the key actors playing a role in off-peak deliveries. Stakeholders' Perceptions section analyzes perceptions and perceived obstacles identified during the information and data collection process. Policy Implications describes program incentives to encourage use of off-peak periods. Conclusions discuss the key findings produced during this research project.
In the private sector, Wal-Mart Stores Inc. became the leader in off-peak deliveries after deciding to move at least 25,000 containers during off-peak hours at the Los Angeles-Long Beach seaport (8) , though the company has since had adjusted downward the target number of containers. With this plan, Wal-Mart became the first importer to make a large-scale commitment (9) . Seven other retailers are also performing off-peak operations at the Los Angeles port (i.e., Target Corp., Payless Shoe Source Inc., Home Depot Inc., Mattel Inc., Samsung Corp., Canon Inc., Costco Wholesale Corp., and Mitsubishi Corp.). The main reason cited for using off-peak delivery has been increased productivity because shipping during offpeak hours results in faster deliveries by avoiding traffic delays. Representatives of Linens' N Things indicated to the authors their satisfaction with their off-peak deliveries program, which increased their trucks' average speeds from 17 miles/hour during the daytime hours to 34 miles/hour in the off-peak hours.
DESCRIPTION OF STAKEHOLDERS DYNAMICS
Defining policies aimed at fostering off-peak deliveries is a challenging task because it needs to take into account the complex dynamic interactions taking place among the different actors, both private and public sector (which are not discussed here). There are five private sector stakeholders: receivers (consignees), shippers, third party logistic providers (3PLs), trucking companies, and warehouses. Since the objective of the project is on ways to induce the private sector to do off-peak deliveries, the main emphasis of this section is on describing the private sector dynamics.
Private sector stakeholders are the main players in decisions pertaining to off-peak shipping and deliveries. In doing so, they dynamically interact with each other. However, the nature of their interactions may take multiple forms, which increase their complexity tremendously, making these interactions difficult to grasp to outside observers, and even more difficult to model. The typical roles are shown in Table 1 .
Shippers begin the process when offering loads to be transported. They might look for a trucking company to execute the physical transportation of the goods or hire a 3PL to coordinate the transport. Usually, shippers may determine the pickup time though they do not have absolute control of the delivery time. Trucking companies usually decide on the time and route that is more efficient for them to deliver loads to receivers. Receivers' role involves receiving the loads. They are usually the ones that set delivery times, most frequently in mutual agreement with the carriers. For off-peak-hours deliveries, carriers must coordinate with receivers the time that loads will be delivered. Otherwise, off-peak deliveries cannot take place, unless drop boxes or other special arrangements are in use.
Shippers may incur inefficiencies in pick-up if delivery firms have to make two rounds per twenty-four hours instead of one. Further, shippers may have to face rates increases if 3PLs, trucking companies, and warehouses have to increase their prices due to increased costs of offpeak hours. Shippers may also have to deal with reductions in quality of service o their customers, if shipments are delivered out-of-town. For example, an express package that is picked up during off-peak hours may cause a package to be a second-day delivery instead of overnight (10) .
Trucking companies and 3PLs -referred to here as carriers-are important stakeholders as they are the ones making the deliveries. Like receivers, 3PLs will likely experience additional security and insurance costs. Moreover, third party logistics may face labor contract disputes with the trucking union as truckers will have to work expanded hours.
The majority of the problems with off-peak deliveries impact receivers. Implementing off-peak deliveries forces them to have staff on hand to accept deliveries, which may require additional staff or the alteration of current employee shifts. Additional staffing could cause problems with labor contracts and lead to problems with management supervising off-peak operations (10) . In addition to increased employee costs, receivers have to bear the burden of heating and lighting costs, and in some cases, increases in security and insurance costs.
Warehouses are the final private stakeholder group that the project team has identified. They play a vital role as intermediary points in the transit process, breaking out large shipments, sorting cargoes, performing value added services and readying the cargoes for final delivery. This group is very important because terminal and warehouse trips, to and from, account for nearly fifty percent of the daily truck trips in the New York City metropolitan region (11) . Offpeak deliveries may imply additional staff costs in items such as staff, lighting and insurance.
STAKEHOLDER'S PERCEPTIONS
This section summarizes the analysis of stakeholders' perceptions about off-peak deliveries. Due to the complexity of the problem, the project team implemented a three prong approach to gather qualitative information and, to a lesser extent, quantitative data. These outreach efforts involved focus groups, in depth interviews, and an Internet survey. These mechanisms provided various insights regarding the stakeholders' willingness and feasibility of off-peak deliveries. The key results obtained from these approaches are discussed in this section.
Focus Groups
On January 20, 2004, two focus groups with truck dispatchers were conducted in NYC as part of the Evaluation Study of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey's Time of Day Pricing Initiative (12) . Although pursuing different research objectives, part of the focus group discussion centered on off-peak deliveries. In general terms, participants expressed skepticism about the likelihood of success of policies aimed at moving traffic to the off peak periods by toll differentials or other policies. The participants also indicated that truckers drive during the daytime hours because they need to meet the delivery constraints imposed by receivers, who as a rule do not care about the problems trucking companies have to contend with to make deliveries on time. They added that receivers would only change their delivery practices if major incentives are provided. The groups expressed that even though they could get toll discounts or compensation due to traveling hours, the costs would increase for shippers as well as to receivers. They stated shipper costs would increase because trucking companies would have to pay their drivers for the extra hours they worked. Receivers would have increased costs because they would have to pay higher wages to have an employee on hand to accept deliveries.
In Depth Interviews
In-depth interviews (IDI's) are a widely used tool of qualitative research in which researchers discuss a given problem with key stakeholders. The fundamental advantage of IDI's is that because of its unstructured nature, the discussion could explore complex issues and ideas as they come up during the course of discussion. In this project, in-depth interviews entailed asking questions, listening to and recording answers, and then posing additional questions to clarify or expand on a particular issue.
Seventeen stakeholders have participated in IDI's. Of these, two are trucking companies, three are a combination trucking and warehouse companies, three are shippers, four are a combination shipper, trucking, and warehouse companies, two are receivers, and three are lobbyists. Each of them has unique perspectives on off-peak deliveries and provided key insights on the issue.
The majority of the companies that are either trucking or trucking and warehouse providers indicated that they prefer to make deliveries during off-peak hours. The same is true for companies that are a combination shipper, trucker, and warehouse provider. The reason these companies prefer off-peak hours is that there are fewer problems with traffic congestion, parking, and an increase in worker productivity because of faster deliveries. However, most of these companies do not perform off-peak deliveries because they are constrained by the operating hours of their customers who do not have staff working to accept deliveries during offpeak hours. Other concerns are related to security, which is an issue for both the drivers and products, and getting crews to work during off-peak hours safely. The three lobbyists interviewed also concur with these opinions. The three shippers that were interviewed are neutral on the subject of off-peak deliveries. They do not care when their products are delivered as long as the products get to the final destination on time.
By far, the biggest complaint expressed during the IDI's is about parking tickets in New York City. The companies interviewed said that costs from parking tickets are very significant. In fact, these costs ranged from $10,000 per truck per year to slightly more than $23,000 per truck per year. The one company interviewed, a jewelry and high-priced commodity store, reported parking ticket costs of $10,000 per truck per year. Two other companies, a moving company and a retail shop, had similar costs, paying between $11,000 and $14,000 per truck per year. Further, the moving company loses approximately $10,000 to $30,000 per year in potential jobs because the owner refuses to accept two-person jobs because of the tickets. The owner will only take three person or more jobs to keep one worker with the truck to remove the potential for tickets. The highest parking ticket cost per truck per year was reported by a major soft-drink distributor. Their parking ticket violations were approximately $23,000 per truck per year. These companies are concerned with these tickets because parking violations and fighting them are a major source of revenue loss. The participants also reported that, after fighting the tickets, the fines are frequently reduced to 50% of their face value. The companies did not provide specific information about the legal expenses associated with fighting the tickets, though these may easily reach 20 to 30% of the tickets' face value.
The two receivers interviewed (restaurateurs) receive deliveries from twenty-five to thirty different companies, once or twice a week for a total of forty to sixty deliveries per week. One of the receivers prefers off-peak deliveries so operations are not disturbed during operating hours. The other receiver indicated that night deliveries may be plausible. One receiver stated that the main obstacle for daytime deliveries is the lack of parking, stating that approximately sixty percent of all trucks making deliveries to their establishment receive parking violations. The other receiver indicated that the main obstacle to off-peak deliveries may be product availability, as fresh food is typically not delivered during off-peak hours.
The IDI's revealed important pieces of information. First, it seems that the restaurant and bar industry are good candidates for off-peak deliveries because many of them are already open during off-peak hours, with staff on hand to accept deliveries. Interestingly, the large majority of these establishments do not perform off-peak deliveries. Second, all those interviewed agreed that receivers are the key to initiating off-peak deliveries because they are the ones that control delivery times -delivery companies cater to their needs. Therefore, the two key stakeholder groups are carriers and receivers.
Survey Results
Concurrently, the project team designed and conducted an Internet survey to gather input from the private sector community at large. The survey was divided in five sections, one per stakeholder. Each section contains questions about: (a) company characteristics; (b) attitudes toward off-peak deliveries; and, (c) main impediments and benefits of performing off-peak deliveries.
In all, a total of 33 responses were received, which suggests caution when interpreting results due to the small sample size. The data contain observations primarily from New York and New Jersey, with some observations from Connecticut, Virginia, Illinois, and Missouri. The breakdown of the stakeholders is shown in the table below. As shown, approximately 80% the responses were from shippers, 3PLs and trucking companies; and the other 20% are from receivers and warehouses. This maybe a reflection of the outreach approach used that relied on the authors' contacts with the logistic industry. Table 2 also shows that the respondents are fairly evenly split in their marketing reach.
As shown in Table 3 , different stakeholders perform different functions, in addition to their primary line of business. The combination of functions performed by shippers is very diverse, covering a wide range of functions, though the sample size is clearly too small to draw definitive conclusions.
The participating companies represent all sizes, from two employees to more than 100,000 employees. Nine companies have between 2 and 500 employees; four have between 500 and 5,000 employees; four are in the 5,000-35,000 employees range; and two have more than 100,000 employees. Table 4 presents the commodities they transport most frequently. Table 5 shows the answers to various questions regarding performing off-peak deliveries. It was found that none of the four receivers are currently performing off-peak deliveries, and there are three out of four (75%) warehouses currently doing it. About 70% of the shippers, 3PLs and trucking companies currently perform off-peak deliveries. Among the companies that are not currently performing off-peak deliveries, nearly 50% have considered using this alternative and are capable of doing it. However, some receivers and warehouses have not considered doing it although they could do it. It is possible that, if they are provided with some incentives, they could embrace the concept. Table 6 presents reasons of performing and not performing off-peak deliveries among all the stakeholders. Receivers, 3PLs, and trucking companies indicated as the chief reasons for performing off-peak deliveries: faster deliveries, faster turn-around time, and lower costs. Warehouses pointed the increase in sales and lower costs. Among the reasons for not performing off-peak deliveries, most of the stakeholders mentioned: business not open. Shippers, third party logistics, and trucking companies stated that customers do not accept deliveries during off-peak hours. Third party logistics and trucking companies provided the following reasons in order of importance: customers do not accept off-peak deliveries, businesses are not open and additional employee costs; and then: involves additional equipment and machinery usage, and community complaints. Union issues and time sensitive cargo were mentioned last. Finally, the fourth reason is related to zoning restrictions and negative impact on their competitiveness. Table 7 shows the responses to incentives that could make them implement off-peak deliveries. Most of the stakeholders are interested in all of the tax incentives and subsidies. Shippers, 3PLs, and trucking companies are interested in carrier rating incentives. 3PLs and trucking companies are also interested in grants, and low-interest loans. Interestingly, a significant number of responses from 3PLs and trucking companies indicated they would be responsive to a request from many receivers to do off-peak deliveries, who are their customers. However, none of the receivers currently receive deliveries during off-peak hours. If a significant number of receivers respond to public sector incentives and request off-peak deliveries, the other stakeholders would follow suit.
The survey results also include the information of working hours. Three out of the eight shippers that provided this information are open during off-peak hours and performing off-peak deliveries. One receiver is open 24 hours though is not getting off-peak deliveries. (The rest of shippers and receivers are not open during off peak hours and are not participating in off-peak deliveries.) Thirteen 3PL and trucking companies provided information: two companies are not open during off-peak hours and not performing off-peak deliveries, two companies are not open and performing off-peak deliveries, three companies are open during off-peak periods but not performing off-peak deliveries, and four companies are open and performing off-peak deliveries. In general terms, companies are more willing to do off-peak deliveries if they are open during off peak hours.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This research has highlighted the importance of fully understanding the dynamics among private sector stakeholders, and their perceptions about off-peak deliveries. Having developed a fairly good picture of these dynamics, the authors would like to discuss the policy implications.
Traditional definitions of private sector stakeholders are too coarse for policy making
Successful policy making starts with a clear definition of the policy target, i.e., the segment of the population or economy whose behavior policy makers want to modify. In this context, the classification of stakeholders that is typically used (i.e., shippers, trucking companies/3PLs, and receivers) aggregates too many different behaviors, making these coarse aggregations ineffective for policy making. Instead, the authors decided the use the breakdown discussed next From the standpoint of willingness to implement off-peak deliveries, the most relevant characteristics of shippers are: their location with respect to the urban area in which the off-peak deliveries would take place; and whether or not they do or outsource the transportation of their products. These two dimensions are important because they determine whether or not the shippers internalize (or externalize) the productivity benefits of off-peak deliveries. If the shipper is located in the urban area where off-peak deliveries would be carried out, it would be more likely to capture a larger share of the benefits of off-peak deliveries. Similarly, shippers that act as private carriers are likely to directly benefit from the increased productivity brought about by faster travel times.
Since carriers (i.e., trucking companies and 3PLs) stand to benefit from off-peak deliveries-as long as they could do them for a sufficiently large number of customers-the most meaningful classification depends on the carrier's client base. Carriers with a wide customer base, doing deliveries for different sectors of the economy are less likely to be able to participate in off-peak deliveries because of the coordination challenge. On the other hand, carriers that have narrower client base-particularly those that have customers for which offpeak deliveries make sense-would be more inclined to support off-peak deliveries.
Regarding receivers, the most important attribute determining their willingness to do offpeak deliveries are their working hours and their willingness/ability to extend them. A distinction is made between three cases. Extended hours refer to the case in which the receiver is open beyond 6AM-7PM. Normal hours refer to cases in which the business opens and closes between 6AM-7PM, e.g., 9AM-5PM. This group is further subdivided into those that could increase working hours to include off-peak periods; and those companies that simply cannot.
The input received from the private sector suggests that the combination of stakeholders that are most likely to switch to off-peak deliveries is the case in which the shipper is doing its own transportation (as private carriers) to receivers that are open during extended hours, e.g., transportation of beverages to restaurants in NYC. The second most likely combination involves the same kind of shippers with receivers that, though working normal hours could work extended hours.
Deliveries involving for-hire carriers do not represent the ideal candidate for off-peak deliveries. This is because: (1) the extra coordination that would be needed (with shippers); (2) for-hire carriers are likely to serve different customers which reduces the likelihood that a significant portion of the receivers agreeing on doing off-peak deliveries; and, more importantly (3) the benefits of doing off-peak deliveries are captured by the carriers, while the receivers stand to face higher costs which would require a mechanism to transfer savings from carriers to receivers to overcome receivers' opposition to off-peak deliveries.
Receivers are the key stumbling block
From the standpoint of business relations, receivers are the customer with shippers and carriers catering to their needs. As a result, receivers end up being front and center of any off-peak delivery initiatives. Without receivers willing to do off-peak deliveries, shippers and carriers cannot implement off-peak deliveries on their own. This does not mean to say that receivers are the only thing that matter. In fact, successful off-peak delivery programs require that: (1) a significant number of willing receivers must act in concert and request off-peak deliveries from their suppliers (trade associations are uniquely positioned to play a coordinating role); and (2) marginal costs to shippers and carriers be offset by the productivity gains associated with faster deliveries during the off peak hours.
Carrier centered policies are also needed
The information gathered in this investigation strongly suggests the need for complementary policies aimed at carriers. These policies, part of a -push‖ approach, may entice carriers to convince receivers to do off-peak deliveries. One such policy, involves the creation of an offpeak deliveries permit system that would bring about relaxation of parking regulations during off-peak deliveries. After paying a fee, participating trucking companies could double park for a limited amount of time, e.g., 30 minutes, as long as they do not completely block the street and there is a driver in the truck. The in depth interviews conducted with carriers indicate that this permit system would be attractive to trucking companies because it would: (1) cut down parking fines that, in some cases, exceeds $2,000/month per truck; (2) enable them to deduct this fee from their taxes as a legitimate business expense (violations such as parking tickets are not tax deductible); (3) reduce their legal expenses of fighting parking tickets.
Financial incentives
Providing financial incentives, e.g., tax incentives, would foster the implementation of off-peak deliveries. In this context, targeted tax incentives to specific segments of receivers willing to commit to off-peak deliveries may go a long way toward producing the critical mass needed for a significant implementation.
On the other hand, there is no evidence that toll differentials, i.e., Time of Day Pricing, would be successful in producing a major shift of traffic to the off-peak hours. This is because of a combination of reasons. First, the majority of trucking companies have contracts in place that stipulate the rates they charge for their services. As a result, increasing tolls translate into a transient penalty on the trucking companies that they cannot pass on the receivers that, ultimately, end up paying the tolls. Second, peak hour tolls are usually very small to have a significant impact. According to the authors' estimates, trucking companies usually have travel time values in the range of $60-$80/hour. In this context, it does not make business sense to wait an hour to save on tolls. This was corroborated by the interviews with trucking companies that indicated they do not take tolls into account when making route and delivery time decisions.
Targeting major traffic generators
Significant opportunities for off-peak delivery initiatives could be implemented on large commercial traffic generators such as sport complexes, convention centers, universities, public buildings and the like. The vast majority of the many of such facilities that exist in New York City are well equipped to accept off-peak deliveries. Accepting off-peak deliveries at a centralized receiving station could simplify adoption of off-peak deliveries dramatically. This would be an excellent opportunity of governing by example.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed stakeholders' perceptions and challenges for off-peak deliveries initiatives to the congested urban areas of NYC. Using a combination of focus groups, in depth interviews and an online survey, the authors gathered information from the private sector. The knowledge gained through this process was used to define the essential components of a comprehensive policy toward off-peak deliveries. The chief conclusions are that: (1) receivers' willingness to participate in off-peak deliveries are a crucial component of a successful off-peak delivery initiative; (2) carrier centered initiatives, e.g., a off-peak deliveries permit that brings about relaxation of parking rules subject to certain conditions, will provide an incentive for carriers to push receivers to do off-peak deliveries; (3) the combination of stakeholders with the highest probability of embracing off-peak deliveries involve shippers that transport their own cargoes to receivers that either are working during off peak hours or that could extend working hours with a minimum of problems; (4) tax incentives to receivers committed to do off-peak deliveries would foster participation in off-peak delivery programs; and (5) large traffic generators that, for the most part receive full truck loads of goods and have central delivery stations should become the cornerstone of off-peak deliveries to NYC.
The outreach program implemented provided ample evidence of the great complexity and nuance that exists in commercial deliveries. As a result additional research is needed to fully understand the steps that are required facilitate possible changes in public policy that could shift deliveries to the off-peak periods. These companies act as forwarders, brokers and service providers. Some companies transport the shipments themselves, others just coordinate transport. Trucking Companies The companies that execute the physical movement or transportation of the freight.
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Warehouses
The companies that store goods. 
